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Trend Spotlight
Harassment headlines and “The Weinstein Effect”: the insurance 
implications 
Will the shadow of the wave crash against a multitude of insurance coverages?

Headline events create a buzz of activity for insurers scrambling to predict exposure. 
Take the #MeToo movement, for instance, which may go down in history as a defining 
moment for ripping the lid off sexual-harassment issues permeating modern times. 
Allegations have flooded countless sectors: entertainment, media, technology, 
manufacturing, academia, sports, government, and business. The avalanche of 
misconduct claims revealed exposures lurking behind the curtain of what critics 
describe as ceremonial anti-discrimination policies and laws. But what is now being 
called “The Weinstein Effect” demonstrates how an event, in a single line of business, 
can spread like a wave across many industries.

While news and social media outlets have 
documented the domino effect of 
misconduct allegations, insurers must 
carefully consider the cascade of claims 
that may follow. Despite mandatory 
diversity, sensitivity and express sexual-
harassment training offered by many 
employers and corporations, insurers may 
have underestimated the actual 
environments of conduct.

In this paper, we’ll address some of the 
ways insurers should be on guard for this 
hot-button issue.

What is the law?
The 1964 Civil Rights Act banned sex 
discrimination. But, the concept of 
discrimination has since evolved over the 
course of the last 50 years. Sexual 
harassment is now considered a category 
of sexual discrimination, meaning 
essentially, gender cannot be used to 
interfere with someone’s ability to work. 
The US Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission (EEOC) states that 
“harassment can include requests for 
sexual favors and other verbal or physical 
harassment of a sexual nature.” Most 
employers have specific policies that 
articulate standards of conduct consistent 
with that law. However, it appears that in 
many reported instances, these standards 
may not have translated into workplace 
conformance or enforcement.  

Insurance coverage for sexual-
misconduct claims
With prominent media attention on these 
issues, insurers are likely to see increased 

notices of sexual-harassment claims and 
new assertions of legal duties. Statutes of 
limitation may bar many misconduct 
claims affiliated with #MeToo, but the 
prominence of #MeToo may bring timely 
claims forward and spark coverage 
litigation that tests policy intent. With or 
without new claims, the mass of public 
allegations and resultant claims will 
encourage detailed scrutiny of existing 
policy language.  

Employment practices liability 
insurance (EPLI) and related coverage 
EPLI coverage may be the most obvious 
(albeit potentially) applicable coverage for 
sexual-harassment matters. A number of 
statistics highlight the fact that the 
purchase of EPLI coverage has steadily 

increased over the last decade. 
“Companies have dramatically increased 
their insurance coverage against sexual 
harassment complaints in recent years 
following high-profile scandals, as 
corporate America reckons with the 
growing risks of workplace misconduct.1 
Ripples from the Weinstein Effect may 
further increase the purchase of EPLI 
coverage. It may also result in the purchase 
of increased limits. For insurers, this may 
mean opportunities to fill existing 
protection gaps in EPLI.  

The Betterley Report, which tracks EPLI 
purchasing trends, indicates that close to 
50% of EPLI written premium is in the 
national accounts segment. Now, small- 
and middle-market companies may take a 
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greater interest in investing in EPLI 
coverage. As one report noted: EPLI 
coverage is “surging into the mainstream.2 

Insurers may question whether the rote 
existence of sexual-harassment policies 
and procedures created a cultural 
lassitude that ‘all was well.’ Conversely, 
the mass of attention on sexual-
harassment issues may create a positive 
risk-management ballast for some 
companies. It is too soon to tell if public 
attention to this issue will lead to greater 
compliance and prevention within insured 
risks. Curiously, the Weinstein Effect could 
cause an interesting phenomenon of 
increasing the purchase of EPLI coverage 
while reducing EPLI risk — because 
national attention to sexual harassment 
could create its own risk-mitigation effect.

The question of coverage under an EPLI 
policy is complicated. EPLI policies 
typically exclude bodily injury, as well as 
wanton, willful, reckless, dishonest and 
criminal acts. In addition, there can be 
differences in policy language concerning 
intentional acts are included or excluded, 
as well as whether a state prohibits 
coverage for such acts. Interpretation of 
EPLI coverage in sexual-misconduct cases 
is difficult to predict due to differences in 
policy language, state law, and case-by-
case interpretations of what is intentional 
or within the scope of employment. 

Related coverages could include Public 
Entity Coverage or standalone Sexual 
Misconduct policies. Similar to EPLI, these 
policies often exclude coverage for 
individual perpetrators — yet may provide 
coverage for the employing entity. 
Carriers may also be responsible for 
defense costs depending on the outcome 
of a judicial determination or admission of 
guilt.  

Directors and officers (D&O) coverage
In late 2017, 21st Century Fox’s insurers 
settled a shareholder’s derivative action 
based on sexual-harassment allegations. 
For D&O carriers, the 21st Century Fox 
case raised alarm bells that directors and 
officers could be targeted for turning a 
blind eye to sexual harassment, or for 
paying to settle on behalf of the 
corporation. Directors and officers cannot 
ignore sexual-harassment issues, and may 
also have responsibilities to disclose 
allegations and/or settlements. 

21st Century Fox’s USD 90m dollar 
settlement stands conspicuously as a 
warning flag that sexual-misconduct 
claims can effectively trigger D&O 
coverage on the basis that knowledge of 
wrongdoing (and failure to address it) 
caused harm to the company. It is not 
clear if the 21st Century case triggered 
settlement payments under Side A 
coverage.  

Against the backdrop of various negligent, 
intentional and possibly criminal 
allegations, the complexity of coverage 
issues is likely to be problematic for 
carriers. While D&O policies typically 
exclude actual “bodily injury, mental 
anguish, or emotional distress,” a mix of 
potentially covered allegations could 
trigger a carrier’s duty to defend. 
Coverage issues may be further 
complicated by the status of the accuser 
and whether the accuser is an employee 
or a third party.  

Never say never: commercial general 
liability (CGL), homeowners (HO), and 
workers’ compensation (WC) coverage
It is generally assumed that CGL, HO and 
WC coverages were not intended to apply 
to sexual-harassment claims. Modern CGL 
policies often expressly exclude sexual 
misconduct. Older policies might not even 
mention sexual harassment or sexual 
discrimination. 

In addition, CGL policies typically require 
bodily injury in order to trigger coverage. 
There are considerable competing 
arguments about whether sexual 
misconduct constitutes ‘bodily injury.’ 
Intentional acts exclusions in CGL policies 
are expected to bolster the exclusion of 
sexual misconduct, but the interpretation 
of ‘intentional’ has also been problematic. 
An additional argument against the 
application of CGL coverage is the 
requirement of an accident within the 
definition of “occurrence” or “event,” or 
the application of exclusions for “willful 
and malicious acts,” “employer’s liability” 
or “employment related practices.”  
 
Homeowners policies commonly exclude 
“bodily injury that arises out of sexual 
molestation, corporal punishment or 
physical or mental abuse.” Yet this 
language does not expressly exclude 
“sexual harassment.” Of course, an HO 
policy should exclude commercial- or 

business-related acts. Still, attempts have 
been made to find coverage under 
homeowners policies.

There is a history of inconsistent 
application of workers’ compensation 
coverage for sexual-harassment claims, 
but modern policies include Employment 
Related Practices exclusions. 
Notwithstanding these obstacles to 
coverage, it is true that states have arrived 
at different conclusions with respect to 
litigation involving sexual-harassment 
claims and workers’ compensation 
coverage. 

It remains to be seen whether insureds 
may attempt to seek coverage under 
Reputational Risk and Crisis Management 
policies.  

Seasoned carriers are familiar with 
attempts to procure coverage under 
policies where coverage was never 
intended or contemplated. Carriers can be 
forced into litigating and defending their 
policies to maintain their intent. Based on 
limited testing of the bounds of EPLI 
policies and historical attempts to procure 
coverage under CGL policies, the potential 
for coverage litigation can be best viewed 
through the history of the state in 
question, and case-by-case insurance 
outcomes. In many cases, carriers may be 
caught in the middle of unanticipated 
coverage and defense disputes.

Conclusion
Harvey Weinstein will forever be 
remembered as the fallen mogul who 
began a surge in sexual-harassment 
allegations across many industries. Will 
the shadow of that wave crash against a 
multitude of insurance coverages? EPLI 
and D&O underwriters should consider 
whether their existing insureds, or new 
insureds, intend to re-evaluate monitoring 
and compliance of their anti-harassment 
policies. The liability of observers, non-
actors, and those with knowledge, 
remains a heightened concern too. The 
error of omission — or the failure to act — is 
in sharp focus as a D&O risk. The mere 
existence of written policies has not 
proven to be effective, and more active 
measures should be implemented by 
employers.


